LENERG ENERGY AGENCY
NONPROFIT LLC.
PUBLIC COMPANY

COUNTRY / REGION:
Hungary/Észak-Alföld (Northern Great Plain)

CONTACT:
Valéria Szabó
www.lenergia.hu
szabo.valeria@lenergia.hu
+36 30 232 0788

ADDRESS:
1 Egyetem ter
Debrecen H-4032
Hungary

WHAT I WANT TO GET OUT OF THE NETWORK:
• new project ideas in energy theme;
• exchange experiences;
• awareness raising of energy efficiency;
• connect and cooperate with other European regions and actors;

WE ARE THE ORGANIZATION THAT:
• acts in the field of energy efficiency and renewable energy sources project generation and management, and works in close cooperation with public and private actors to achieve the common objective of promoting sustainable energy use;
• cooperates with energy experts in order to efficiently serve its partners focusing first of all on Hajdú-Bihar County (including the city of Debrecen), but also working in other regions;
• provides support in preparing strategies, action plans for local authorities and enterprises, and takes part in developing smart solutions to reach national energy efficiency goals;
• has built international partnership through international cooperation projects;
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